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INTRODUCTION: 

First and foremost, I just want to say thank you for taking the time to download and read this 

product. This is the first time I’ve ever put something like this together, so no matter how you 

came across it, your support is sincerely appreciated. I hope you are able to take something 

beneficial away from reading. 

 

In my seventh year as a strength and conditioning coach, I am at that weird stage where a part of 

me feels like I’ve learned damn near everything under the sun there is to know about strength 

training, only to be abruptly reminded by the better half of me that I still don’t know a damn 

thing. As frustrating as this can sometimes be, it is equally invigorating to know that I am only 

scratching the surface and still have so much to learn and explore ahead of me. The underpinning 

to the work of a strength coach, at least on a micro-level, is exercise variation and application. In 

essence, no matter the population we work with or the setting we’re in, our fundamental duty is 

to provide a competent, holistic workout that challenges our athletes in an appropriate manner. 

Meaning every single one of our training sessions must be well-organized, variable, strenuous, 

and fun for the people we work with, and this is not always an easy task to navigate. Creating 

variation, and doing so without deviating from prudence or practicality, is something every 

coach obsesses over, and for good reason. The human body is an extraordinarily complex 

organism, and despite the countless hours of scientific research and independent explorations we 

have only just begun to understand the multitudes of ways we can stress our athletes.  

 

Insert the landmine setup, which is something that most strength coaches are privy to and utilize 

in some capacity. For some odd reason, when I was first introduced to a landmine rig, I 

immediately gravitated towards it. Again, I didn’t have some singular “ah-ha” moment that 

created my affinity for landmine exercises, but as time went on, I just began noticing how 

frequently, and variably I found myself programming landmine exercises for all of my athletes. 

Over the past 2 years or so, I have continuously worked to explore different ways I can utilize 

and apply movements using the landmine rig and I have been far from disappointed in the 

numerous ways landmines can be used. I feel it would be disservice to not interject here by 

saying that I am extremely fortunate to work in a facility that not only affords me the freedom to 

explore and utilize movements at my own discretion. Moreover, being immersed in an 



atmosphere that encourages exploration and variety. I am truly grateful for my job, I work with 

some incredible coaches that continuously push me to keep learning, growing and innovating. 

Without their unwavering influence, not only would I not be in a position to put this project out, 

but in no way shape or form would I be the coach I am today. So huge shout out to you guys. 

 

This eBook was manifested from a spontaneous idea I had while shooting videos for my exercise 

library, and simply felt this was something that would be purposefully beneficial to strength 

coaches, athletes and exercise enthusiasts alike. The construct of this eBook is simple, outline 10 

of my personal favorite landmine variations that (at least I think) are for the most part original. 

To the best of my knowledge, the majority of these variations I have not seen elsewhere. But 

make no mistake about it, in no way shape or form am I suggesting brilliance or that I’m the 

landmine guru. Even the ones that I feel are “original” I can assure you were directly influenced 

by something similar I’ve crossed over the years. So, yes, authenticity was a goal of this project, 

but no, I did not invent anything to follow. As my man Mike Boyle always says- “steal good shit 

from smart people.” 

 

Therefore, the purpose of this eBook is to share 10 of my favorite landmine variations and 

discuss the who, where, and why for each. I encourage anyone who reads this to not only sample 

the ones that catch your eye, but also build off of them and come up with some of your own 

modifications. The beauty of exercise and human performance is that it has no true boundary, 

only suggestive boundaries we’ve been told exist. I encourage you, as a coach or as an athlete, to 

continue to push the thresholds of exercise variation, movement exploration and ultimately, 

human potential. Should there be any questions, comments or concerns regarding the content of 

this product, please feel free to reach out to me on social media or shoot me an email, both 

contacts are provided above on the cover page. Thank you again for taking the time to read this, I 

hope you enjoy and are able to get something out of it! 

 

 

 

 

 



1.) ½ KNEEL LOG PRESS 

 

Video Link: LM 1/2 Kneel Log Press 

Degree of Difficulty: Low 

Points of Emphasis: 

-Tall upper-body, tight abs 

-Contract glute on down leg, toes tucked in the back 

-Think “long arm” at end-range of press, bicep should be in line with ear 

Description: Whenever we’re performing something out of the ½ kneeling position, it is 

typically on the lower end of the difficulty spectrum. As is the case here, along with most 

pressing options, the purpose of the ½ kneeling position is to reinforce good, erect posture in the 

lumbar spine. By driving the front foot down into the platform and pushing off the toes in the 

back, we create good co-contraction at the hips to provide a stable base to press from. The 

elevated height of the landmine base should mitigate any “pinching” or discomfort in the 

shoulder, nevertheless, be sure the trap isn’t riding up (shoulder getting closer to ear) during 

pressing action. 

For who: No specific population on this one. Individuals with prior shoulder pathology should 

start with very light weight and be mindful of the crossover while switching hands. 

Why: Fundamental pressing option for just about any level athlete, good option for introductory 

overhead work.  

https://youtu.be/VGorK1Muskw


2.) Lateral kneel-to-stand 

 

Video Link: LM Lateral K-T-S 

Degree of Difficulty: Low-Moderate 

Points of Emphasis: 

-Start tall with glutes & abs tight, toes tucked in the back 

-Try to move legs in as much of a linear path as possible 

-Avoid swaying/rocking while in motion 

Description: The kneel-to-stand is, in some regard, a precursor to the Turkish get-up, and as 

with most exercises can be done using a variety of equipment. Here, by setting up with the 

landmine laterally we are getting some more frontal plane involvement, which is always a good 

thing when possible. The base of the landmine should be set at about hip height when standing.  

For who: Good option for most, not a tremendous degree of difficulty and challenges multiple 

planes of motion. Individuals with poor hip mobility, bad knees, or significant low back pain 

should probably avoid this.  

Why: Great option for hip mobility and core stability. Could be used as a warm-up, intra-set 

exercise, or a stand-alone option for more novice individuals.  

 

https://youtu.be/9vE-Ejs4UCc


3.) Windmill 

 

Video Link: LM SA Windmill 

Degree of Difficulty: Low 

Points of Emphasis:  

-Wide stance, inside foot point to base of landmine, outside foot pointing straight ahead 

-Soft knees, long arms, eyes on the top hand 

-Imagine a steel rod going through the center of the hip joint, pivot around that rod and push hips 

back as you descend 

Description: Similar to the kneel-to-stand, this a commonly practiced exercise using a 

dumbbell/kettlebell. Throwing the landmine into the mix, we add an additional component by 

now having to stabilize the barbell and resist the anterior-posterior forces created by the base of 

the landmine rig. Path of motion should be the primary goal, while range of motion is the 

ancillary goal.  

For who: Another one that should be compatible with most, not as difficult as it is awkward (at 

first) and should not be done with much weight. Those with shoulder pathology (namely SLAP 

tears), disk fusions or herniations are probably not good candidates for this one. 

Why: Excellent option for global mobility (at the hip) and stability (at the shoulder). Also a good 

movement literacy exercise as we have quite a few things going at once, but in a safe position 

while doing so. 

https://youtu.be/glN8Ca9rcI4


4.) Hinge-to-Bend 

 

Video Link: LM Hinge-to-Bend 

Degree of Difficulty: Moderate 

Points of Emphasis: 

-While hinging, keep shoulder & hips square, squeeze the scapulae 

-While bending, think “long body” and actively press into the barbell at end-range 

-Work to create greatest ROM or ‘arc’ without deviating from position 

Description: This is a newer one for me, and I really love this variation. Again, we have a few 

things occurring here, so I suggest compartmentalizing this and focusing on each part 

independently. On the hinge, the inside shoulder will want to drop, don’t let it. There should be 

tension on hamstrings during hinge by actively pushing hips back. On the bend, we want to 

create an ‘arc’ on the outside by pushing hands into the barbell and squeezing obliques. 

For who: This does have a little difficulty to it, but it’s mostly due to the uncommon path of 

motion experienced. I can’t really even relate the “bending” aspect to anything. Nevertheless, 

spine pathology- fused or herniated disks would probably not be good candidates for this. 

Why: Tremendous option for global mobility with a little spice to it, also great for frontal plane 

mobility which is often tough to achieve. Vertical athletes (i.e. volleyball, basketball) would 

likely benefit greatly, as well as frontal plane rotational athletes. 

https://youtu.be/RlcKUk8D4nQ


5.) SINGLE-LEG RDL-TO-SNAP 

 

Video Link: LM SL RDL-to-Snap 

Degree of Difficulty: Moderate-High 

Points of Emphasis:  

-Start with soft knee/tight glute on stance leg 

-Actively push swing leg back while descending into RDL w/toes pointing down, arm stays long 

-Generate momentum by driving swing knee, keep arm long during snap, stabilize w/scapula  

Description: Here we’re building off of the lateral SL RDL by adding a little somethin’ 

somethin’ at the end. But this isn’t just sexy for the sake of it, a lot of things are going on here 

including SL stability, scapular stability, and a challenging SL hinge option to keep in the mix.  

For who: I would classify this as something best suited for an ‘intermediate’ population; 

however you may define that. I would not use this until someone is quite proficient on one leg, 

however, as the ‘snapping’ action requires a fair amount of motor control.  

Why: Single-leg work should be a staple in damn near anyone’s programming, so we can start 

there. This adds a degree of complexity, and the root of this exercise is the ability of the lateral 

hip on the stance leg to overcome the inertia generated by the snapping action. Rather fun 

variation to mess with, as an added bonus. 

 

https://youtu.be/GZYWbYHZ5yU


6.) Split JERK 

 

Video Link: LM Split Jerk 

Degree of Difficulty: Moderate 

Points of Emphasis: 

-Soft knees, abs tight with slight forward lean of trunk into barbell 

-Load hips/hamstrings during countermovement, don’t lose rigidity 

-Actively push feet into platform going into split, then aggressively attack back down 

-Long arms in finish, eyes down, abs tight, slight bend in back knee with heel up 

Description: Taking one of the most commonly practiced power exercises in the split jerk and 

performing it with the landmine. Perhaps the most frequently used power variation for me with 

my athletes. We get most of the same effects as the conventional split jerk, with significantly less 

risk and instruction time. The angle of the landmine also makes this a prudent selection for 

reinforcing acceleration mechanics. 

For who: Probably best reserved for athletic population, namely because I can’t think of much 

reason to perform with general population. Could be a precursor for traditional jerks, but don’t 

tell my wife I said that.   

Why: Excellent for power work, teaching force transfer and using legs to initiate movement 

aggressively. Could also be applicable for deload phases, also easy to set up and instruct. 

https://youtu.be/a-OQNVkc6Vg


7.) single-arm reverse throw 

 

Video Link: LM SA Reverse Throw 

Degree of Difficulty: Low-Moderate 

Points of Emphasis: 

-Create stretch in hamstrings during counter movement 

-Legs drive the bar upward, shoulder (scapula/lat, really) puts it in place 

-Keep body square, arm long and attack the bar 

Description: Little bit of an unorthodox movement here, frankly I’m pretty sure I unintentionally 

came up with this one. Anyhow, solid option for high velocity movement at the shoulder, also 

working an uncommon path of motion. We get a little bit of anterior core here by stabilizing at 

end-range, but primarily a posterior shoulder exercise. Should not be done with much weight, 

10-25 lbs. should be more than enough. 

For who: Again, probably best served for an athletic population, namely throwers and overhead 

athletes. Definitely not a good selection for anyone with shoulder pathology, especially rotator 

cuff tears or weakness, or any sort of inflammation/degeneration. 

Why: Good option for posterior shoulder work, scapular stability, and rotator cuff strengthening. 

The velocity of this movement is the unique aspect, as it is difficult to work at this angle with 

speed. 

 

https://youtu.be/Jqd3JtWyjcM


8.) Pendulum lunge w/ Zercher hold 

 

Video Link: LM Pendulum Lunge w/ Zercher 

Degree of Difficulty: Moderate 

Points of Emphasis: 

-Bar placement should be crux of elbow, then ‘hug’ bar into body. Arms stay fixed throughout 

-Body should be a pillar from waist up 

-During lunging action, resist front knee diving in and back leg pulling away from body 

Description: This is another one where we’re taking a common exercise and doing it in a 

different way. I do like the pendulum lunge in general, but here we get an added mediolateral 

force with the set-up of the landmine. The most challenging point of this one is in the bottom of 

the lunge when the angle forces you to resist turning with the barbell. The barbell should be set 

at hip height (when standing) and a pad may take some of the discomfort off the Zercher hold. 

For who: No specific population here, just a different way to perform a frequently practiced 

movement. By setting the landmine up laterally, we’re increasing the demand for lateral stability 

on the outside hip and get a little bit of anti-rotation in the bottom of  the lunge. People with bad 

knees may want to be cautious, but no other real limitations here. 

Why: Creative variation to keep training exciting. Zercher hold drives the anterior core 

engagement, pendulum variation challenges all aspects of lower-half. 

https://youtu.be/Ah__JOI8q78


9.) Single-leg switch 

 

Video Link: LM SL Switch 

Degree of Difficulty: High 

Points of Emphasis: 

-Long arms, soft bend in knee on stance leg, rigid spine 

-Start easy, the harder or quicker you swing barbell the more challenging the exercise 

-Actively grip the ground with stance foot, try to be a statue throughout 

Description: Ok… so this one is pretty damn tough, for me at least. Nevertheless, this is most 

certainly one of those deceptive exercises that is significantly more difficult than it appears. This 

is another great example of how the landmine’s versatility can’t be replicated elsewhere. The 

momentum created by ‘switching’ the barbell creates an intense challenge for adductors and 

lateral hip. Also, I advise doing this with no shoes, improper footwear can easily lead to an ankle 

sprain on this one. 

For who: Definitely a more advanced variation. I would reserve this for truly proficient athletes, 

who’ve already been exposed to numerous single-leg variations. Not a suitable exercise for 

anyone with even moderate knee or back pathology. 

Why: We train quads/hams/glutes ad nauseum. The adductors and lateral hip stabilizers are often 

neglected which can lead to serious problems over time. Train every aspect of lower-body.  

https://youtu.be/w7QaIxhPr2o


10.) Kneeling jump 

 

Video Link: LM Kneeling Jump 

Degree of Difficulty: Very High 

Points of Emphasis: 

-Start tall with glutes and abs squeezed, shoulders down and back 

-Create tension in hams/glutes on countermovement, no different than any other plyo 

-Aggressively drive hips through, long arms and eyes down on finish 

Description: This is another one that looks like nothing more than an attention grabber, but 

again, we have some practicality here. I will say, not a great option for most, not even just 

because of difficulty/associated risk, but because most will not be able to perform well enough to 

reap benefit. Nevertheless, with high-level athletes, this can be a good option for rate of force 

development during a power or tapering phase. 

For who: I would relegate this exclusively for high-level athletes, and even with them only use 

this sparingly. This is something to implement when you need to add some variety but is 

serviceable for power-based athletes. 

Why: Again, admittedly, not a great option for most, but for the ones capable, we get a great 

ballistic movement emphasizing explosive hip extension. If you’ve exhausted kneeling jumps, 

including with load (i.e. dumbbells, weight vest), this could be a useful next progression.  

https://youtu.be/qOta6F-fe9w



